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Her PhD at Te Tumu, looking at identity politics of the female chin moko, provided that opportunity. At Otago she was able to study and grow, "away from the pressures and expectations of whanau, hapu and iwi". The trouble was, she missed them terribly.
"I had to create my own whanau environment at Otago." Her support network included the PhD Office: "It was very personal, and really made you feel valued as you go through all the different administrative forms. They should give you a Diploma just for managing to enrol!" And Te Tumu became Rawinia's second home, where she carried out her PhD part-time while also teaching in the Department.
After several years balancing work, study and social demands, Rawinia knew she had to put in some hard yards to finish her thesis. And if Te Tumu was Rawinia's other family, then it came complete with extended whanau scattered around the country. While on research study leave from her teaching position, Rawinia was dispatched to Auckland to live with the Dean's mother for six months, "to get the thing written".
"She was like a nanny, providing spiritual support, food and care. She let me complain about my thesis and laugh about it too. All I had to do was focus on my writing and I came back with a really solid first draft. I'll never forget that support she gave me," remembers Rawinia. "It might not have happened without her."
What would she do differently? "I'd have read quicker, disciplined myself more and written sooner! You have to get into the zone with a PhD. It's a marathon, not a sprint."
She also believes it's wise to expect and allow your topic to change and evolve. "It's part of the process; you need to embrace it."
Returning to Victoria University of Wellington, Rawinia says that having earned her PhD, she feels she can "hold my own" in the academic community that includes her mother. "My mother is very proud of my achievement though. She always makes a point of introducing me as Dr Higgins to others in the University, which culturally still feels a bit odd. I'm always saying, 'Oh, you can call me Rawinia'."
Dr Rawinia Higgins
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Leaving her whanau was the most important, and most painful, aspect of coming to Otago for her postgraduate years, says Dr Rawinia Higgins. The daughter of a Mäori academic at Victoria University, Rawinia wanted to establish her own credentials before returning to take up academic and leadership responsibilities.
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It created a situation where Axel -based in Cambridge -had three supervisors across two universities and was working in an interdisciplinary field involving chemistry, pharmacy and physics. Says Axel: "It all went surprisingly smoothly."
The key to the success of the collaboration was flexibility, particularly at an administrative level, believes Axel, and he urges other students attempting to straddle two academic communities in this way "to find out what the enrolment requirements are very clearly in advance". "The universities needed to be quite accommodating, and I certainly appreciated the efficient, problem-solving approach Otago demonstrated." Further, his supervisors had distinct areas of expertise and roles within the supervision team, "so there was never any conflict".
Academically, "There was lots of room to go off in different directions. I spent the first year and a half exploring the subject quite widely, doing all sorts of experiments. Then I met my Otago supervisor and had the conversation, 'OK, how are we going to turn all this into a PhD?' We made some decisions, and I got on with it."
Axel became the king of the long-distance relationship, keeping his Otago supervisor up to date via email, teleconference, formal yearly progress reports and meeting at international conferences. As a result, Daniela treated feedback from conferences as less about motivating changes to her thesis, and more about "plugging the gaps", ensuring her research stood up more robustly to such lines of criticism.
Indeed, while Daniela acknowledges the professional benefits of conferences, she admits to "not really being much of a fan of them. It's such a short structure to express complex ideas."
More helpful, she says, were the doctoral colloquia in the earlier days of the study. "The feedback can be great for gaining guidance in consolidating your actual research questions. However, in the later stages, it's a bit late to be rethinking your questions."
If you are to make the most of the conference experience, Daniela advises students do their homework. "Find out who is going to be there that you wish to talk to, and then email them first asking whether they might have time to meet you for a coffee and talk about your research. It's much better than trying to sidle up to them in the midst of the conference itself."
This recommendation is echoed in Daniela's approach to publishing. Rather than sending a manuscript in cold, she suggests writing a personal, journal-specific note to the editor, explaining what you're doing and why it's interesting, and asking whether it might be a good match for their edition.
"Every editor I have emailed has written back, with really positive suggestions. I've never heard of anyone getting a negative response from this approach."
The difficulty for Daniela now, as a new lecturer, is finding time to publish at all. While Daniela sees benefits in moving to another university following one's PhD, she actually recommends beginner academics wait a few years. "It can be such a difficult transition to a full-time lecturing position anyway, without having the added stresses of learning new systems and having to develop new relationships. You really need all the support you can get."
Daniela's thesis has been formally recognised by the Division of Commerce as being of exceptional quality.
Dr Daniela Rosenstreich
PhD in It's a world away from her "great, but busy" transition to life as an academic, with the demands of teaching and pressure to publish upon her. She says she treated her PhD like a job, and conscientiously worked her way through to the end. "I worked on it every day. I didn't want to get into the habit of not doing it."
The secret, she says, is great supervisors. "You put so much trust in this one relationship. They will tell you when you're ready to submit, and you rely on them not to embarrass you by letting you submit something which is not ready. If you are even considering doing a PhD, start thinking about your supervisor. Ask around, talk to other students. Make sure you are happy."
Even when Helen's primary supervisor moved away to Christchurch, the pair maintained a good relationship and stayed in close communication. "I had my doubts the distance arrangement would work well, but he was fantastic. He even flew me to Christchurch for a week at one stage." While Helen's supervisors guided her through her project, they never pressured her to publish. "Our philosophy was, get the PhD done, publish later. Only if a journal article was directly relevant and helped with writing the PhD did we consider it, and I only did this once."
Her focus paid off, with Helen winning the praise of an international publishing house with the Emerald/EFMD Outstanding Doctoral Thesis Award. And as a young academic with a PhD complete and ripe for generating publications, Helen was snapped up for a lecturing position, and promoted soon afterwards.
"Then, the first article I sent off from the thesis was rejected outright! One minute I'm being told it's an award-winning thesis, then I get a complete rejection."
You do have to develop a tough skin, says Helen, and to take pride in your achievements.
"I celebrated getting my literature review finished, submitting my first draft, receiving my examiners' reports. They are all significant milestones, and a PhD is a long journey -you need to congratulate yourself every chance you get!" "When you're at university, it's easy to forget that having a doctorate is a big achievement because so many people in that environment have one. But it is a big deal, it's something relatively few people ever attain and it is something to be truly proud of." 
Helen's thesis has been formally recognised by the Division of Commerce as being of exceptional quality.
Dr Helen Tregidga
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Quite aside from labs and equipment, the best resource Otago had to offer was its proximity to the mountains. "I was ski-touring on the Fox Glacier and, in this wonderfully meditative atmosphere, I managed to get a fresh perspective on a scientific problem that I had been struggling with. The new approaches I came up with that day eventually led to a paper in Genome Biology."
Not only did the wilderness provide Matthias with a chance to clear his head, he says being away from the computer meant he was less inclined to "go to Google for the answer". "I could think more independently, and my answers ended up being less conventional and more innovative than they might otherwise have been." The significance of writing and publishing hit home when Matthias went to apply for academic positions. "The PhD is just the entry ticket. Everyone has one of those," he points out. "What makes the difference is your publishing record."
It was the advantage of working in a brand new field, he acknowledges. "It's easier to contribute something new, and you don't have to read as much!"
Matthias also recommends taking every opportunity to make contacts with others in the discipline. Beyond attending conferences, he goes as far as to suggest spending time studying at another university as part of the PhD, to cement relationships within one's research community.
Finally, Matthias offers advice he knows is easier to give than to follow: "Relax. Dunedin is the most amazing place to study. My drive home to Portobello was the most beautiful commute I've ever had. Looking back, I cannot understand why I stressed out so much. Go to the beach while you've got the chance to do so."
If you have a particularly thorny problem with your PhD, head for the hills. That's the advice of Matthias Futschik, whose PhD broke new ground in using computers to model the behaviour of molecules. And six years in the world of genetics is a long time. "From the time I wrote my literature review to the time I completed my experiments, they had sequenced the rice genome. Papers were coming out every day presenting new ideas and directions." Paul's solution was to present the thesis as a timeline, and the advances in the discipline became an integral part of the overall narrative. He gives his supervisors much credit for supporting this approach, and knows other scientists who haven't been so lucky.
Dr Matthias Futschik
Indeed, Paul says he cannot stress enough the importance of great supervisors. His were seasoned, established academics, "with no interest in making the process more complicated than it needed to be." Yet, he remembers realising at some point that they were also human. "You reach the stage where they are advising on what to do, yet they know less about the literature or approaches than you do."
The realisation that you know more than your supervisors is somewhat daunting, but also quietly liberating, suggests Paul. "You need to have faith in your own thoughts, and know that if you are diligent and careful and follow a process, your confidence in your field will grow -and you will get a PhD in the end."
In fact, Paul says his only regret is that he didn't push the boundaries more. In particular, he wishes he'd made more of the conferences he attended where he had the chance to rub shoulders with international barley researchers, and pursued potential collaborations.
"Basically I was too shy. And so were they, probably. Science is full of introverted people." The overlap between roles had its advantages, and its complications as well.
Paul's thesis has been formally recognised by the Division of Health Sciences as being of exceptional quality.
Dr Paul Johnston
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Bastiaan had entered the PhD programme with qualifications in marine biology and several years' experience working in the Dutch fisheries industry. Deciding to pursue a wholly theoretical PhD drew him into a whole new world of mathematics and computer programming -all of which he taught himself.
"I felt out of my league for a while. I realised there were some very smart people making contributions in this field."
But having completed his PhD in just over three years, Bastiaan offers a vision of life from the other side. In fact, he describes his PhD as having been "very smooth, and not really very stressful."
He puts his success down to a mixture of a "supportive, approachable" supervisor, like-minded PhD colleagues, fascination with his subject and a good dose of grim determination. And on the up side, he says he's pleased to have gained so much knowledge, and so many new skills.
To others who might be feeling daunted, Bastiaan advises, "Make sure you take enough time off to relax, enjoy life and keep trying! Don't be afraid of hard questions, or hard concepts. The best ideas often arise when you're relaxed."
Just learning the jargon is a necessity for most complex concepts. And often, suggests Bastiaan, it's a case of mind over matter -the secret is not letting yourself become overwhelmed by how difficult ideas seem. "If you're scared of something, it's harder to understand it. Just work your way through the ideas, step by step, and the logic should emerge."
Bastiaan says that faced with the enormous new field of research he had entered, he felt incapable of producing a literature review. Instead, he went straight into writing research papers, all published in the same journal, and each looking at a different aspect of his research problem. These eventually became the chapters of his thesis. "Taking this approach was a huge boost to my productivity, and my confidence. I felt like I was actually achieving something!" Furthermore, because all the papers were peer reviewed, Bastiaan says the process removed much of the stress at the end of the thesis. Now, Bastiaan will be putting his knowledge to use as a postdoctoral fellow, investigating the connection between genetics and marine ecology using cod populations in Norway as a model system. He comments that one of the advantages of completing a PhD is that everything else in life seems relatively easy. "I have learned to adapt to a demanding situation before and this time, I don't have to write a thesis at the end!" Rebecca's peaks and troughs involved more than her rugged boat trips from Bluff to Milford, during which she collected data on energy flux in Fiordland's marine communities.
Bastiaan's thesis has been formally recognised by the Division of Sciences as being of exceptional quality.
Dr Bastiaan Star
Rather it included issues like "coming to grips with criticism", which Rebecca found one of the hardest aspects of moving among the higher echelons of academia, compared with her undergraduate years.
"As an academic, you have to put yourself out there. And it's hard not to take it personally when people are criticising the work that you're investing so much of your life in. But I came to realise that they're usually right. And if you do take the feedback on board, your work definitely improves."
It doesn't help that the process of "putting yourself out there" can occur in quite daunting settings. One conference in Canada involved over 2000 scientists, with 16 simultaneous session streams. "It was pretty hard," she recalls, "there were so many people there that most stuck with the few that they knew." However, Rebecca approached two of the leading academics in her field, who then attended her presentation, and gave great feedback that ultimately led to her having a paper accepted for publication.
The experience contrasts with a smaller, "much friendlier" and, she believes, more rewarding Australian conference.
These international experiences were all part of the "amazing adventure" of doing a PhD -which for Rebecca also included detours to the Canadian Rockies and Antarctica, and saw her spend a week per month in Fiordland.
"It needs to be fun. If you're not passionate about it, I can't see how you would keep going."
Passion, and a healthy dose of perspective. Rebecca took a calculated approach to deciding how long her thesis should be. "I just figured, this project is supposed to be three years full-time. So the scale of the project is something that can be achieved in that timeframe. If it's going to take longer, it may mean it's too big."
What's more, continues Rebecca, "The thesis is really a working document. Indeed, Paul believes being motivated by the PhD for its own sake was a key part of enabling him to maintain momentum throughout the study. That, and the clock ticking on the scholarship. Paul says he is very appreciative of receiving bridging grants from the University. And knowing that such works are never perfect, and never finished, Paul adds that he took significant courage from one scholar's rule of thumb, "When it's more right than wrong, let it go."
Beyond that, Paul's secret to completing the thesis was making constant, steady progress. "I wasn't too stressed, and I didn't work all the time. Basically, I showed up most work days, and worked for most of the day. I set lots of tiny goals that meant nothing to anyone else but me. Just things like, 'I will hand in this section in three weeks'."
He wrote steadily, allowing his thesis to grow incrementally, noting, "You get much further critiquing something that's written down in words, rather than an idea you're thinking about."
Likewise, Paul's recommendation for communicating with supervisors is "regularly" especially at the start of the PhD process. 
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She declined distractions such as teaching positions, arguing that in the long run, "The time devoted to demonstrating can push your PhD into a fourth, fifth or sixth year, and the money made from teaching doesn't cover the additional tuition fees and living expenses, you end up losing far more money than you gain."
It was a "grilling degree", Rosanna says, and looking back, wishes she'd taken a break between finishing her PhD and starting her next position. "I was pretty burned out. It took a while to recover."
Given the huge demands a PhD poses, Rosanna has one overwhelming piece of advice to PhD students to ensure the efficient completion of their project: "Write. Write. Write."
Rosanna was exploring whether catechins, a compound found in green tea, was effective as an acute treatment for stroke patients. "I started researching and writing my introduction from the first day of my PhD and, as soon as I finished an experiment, I wrote it up. It meant that at the end of the PhD, I didn't go through that crazy, crippling time I saw many other students go through. I basically compiled everything together, tidied it up and handed it in." Rosanna explains that writing early and writing often is more than a time management technique, but a great boost to the quality of the thesis. "Your understanding of your topic increases exponentially when you write. So if you are writing from early on, you become smarter sooner in the process, and you can apply that knowledge to the rest of the PhD." She adds that in her research group, students would routinely contribute to one another's papers, "even just a few paragraphs". It was a practice that at once got students writing, familiarised them with the process of publishing, and ensured a very productive department. Now, as a research scientist at Harvard Medical School, she points out that academia, "only gets more competitive". Robert says he came into the project with a clear idea of what he wanted to achieve, and the momentum of the study carried him along. While he did go through a distinct "writing up phase" at the end of his thesis, he wasn't starting from scratch. He'd had a journal article published, four chapters started as conference papers and further work doubled as a book chapter.
The worst thing about the project was finishing, recalls Robert, who now works freelance as a researcher and writer for government departments, and who has just received the Claude McCarthy Fellowship to write a book based on his thesis. "I went through some post-thesis blues, definitely. I had lived with this all-consuming project, this passion, for years, and suddenly it was gone." Ultimately she was paired up with a new academic in the department, with a similar research interest in children's social cognition, keen to help her explore how children develop an understanding of their social world. "He turned out to be fantastic. But it was luck."
All the same, Mele says she didn't rush into the arrangement. "I read his CV and the publications he'd written. I met him, took away some readings, met him again. I was sussing him out. The most important thing is that you get on, and I wanted to be sure of that."
The shift from working life as a speech language therapist to full-time study and parenthood was "tricky" says Mele. And as two newbies, Mele and her supervisor were in a similar situation, both figuring out the systems at Otago. "There was another postgrad in the department who saved me, basically," remembers Mele. "She would tell me where to get money for conferences from and how things worked."
Mele also acknowledges the support of her husband and friends, as well as the University's Pacific Islands Centre. She made the effort to attend as many symposiums and social events as possible, "often with my two daughters in tow -they came everywhere with me".
She came to rely on the University childcare and Kelsey Yaralla Kindergarten, "which became like extended families".
"Towards the end I imported my in-laws from the UK to look after the kids so I could get my thesis finished."
PhD study was, says Mele, a juggle. And a somewhat self-indulgent one at that. She was constantly aware that she was being afforded an opportunity to immerse herself in a field of study, and recalls a sense of great responsibility to make the most of it.
But, she says, "I adored it. It was difficult, and I remember looking at a stack of 30 journal articles in an area I'd never studied before and realising I needed to plough through them. But the wonderful thing was, I was allowed to!"
